
S.O.Y.L. 
Summit on Youth Leadership 

At UMC Johnstown, we had our first Summit on Youth Leadership from June 7-11, 
2021, from 11 am to 2 pm each day. We had a presentation on Friday at 7 pm 
for family and friends. There were 9 middle school attendees and 2 high 
schoolers who attended when they were able. We had 4 youth group adults 
working each day, with Pastor Jeremy also joining us when he could. Amy 
Mayer designed a logo and t-shirts were made for each of us.  

 

On Monday, the kids picked passion projects, and interestingly, they all chose to 
work on gender inequality. They all began to plan how they would present their 
projects. Pastor Jeremy spoke on having a WHY as a leader. Thanks to a grant 
Jeremy helped secure through the conference, we were able to provide lunch 
each day. 
T-shirt cost:$226.10 + $49.48 
Sam’s Club for paper goods, etc: $57 
Taco Bell Lunch: $45.71 

 



On Tuesday, groups presented leadership crests that they had designed. Molly’s 
dear friend MacKenzie Maher, a graduate student at DU, presented on how to 
do and also find authentic research. 
Dominics Pizza Lunch: $85.44 
 
 

On Wednesday, we were joined by Kimberly Robertson from Johnstown, 
Pennsylvania via Zoom. Kimberly taught us about non-profit fundraising and 
elevator pitches. The youth continued to research and design their projects. We 
often started and ended our days with fun games. 
Salad bar lunch: Sams (see Monday) and donation: 

  
On Thursday, Alan Gibson taught us all about public speaking. We learned some 
great strategies. We had a great discussion about dress codes in schools. We 
also played a fun game.  
Subway Lunch: $55.06 
Chips from Hays: $8.27 



On Friday, after playing a game that had some of us laughing so hard we cried, 
Dr. Lori Peterson taught us about self determination and setting goals.  
Chick-Fil-A Lunch: $104.61 
 

On Friday night, Sydney, Delaney, Charlotte, and Nariah did a skit about gender 
inequality and how it relates to pay. Ella and Opal did a talk show and power 
point about dress codes and how girls seem to be targeted with these more 
than boys. Finally Hope, Haley, and Ashleigh did a dance to represent the fight 
to vote for women. Kayla helped them with their speech at the end. We were all 
grateful to Gavin for running sound, audio, and other technology for us that 
night.  

Food Total: $356.09          T-shirt total: $275.58                       $631.67


